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This paper contains an axiomatic definition of information without the 
use of probability and independence as primitive concepts. The relation of 
thus defined information to probability is also studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical and well-known definition of the amount of information is 
based upon probability as a primitive concept. Given a probability space 
(£2, ~ ,  P) we say that 
(1) log P(A) expresses the amount of information contained in the 
sentence "the event A has occurred" and 
(2) ~i=1 ( i )  log P(Ai)  expresses the average value of the information 
amount which we receive after having performed the experiment, consisting 
in determining which event from the partition ~-,,~ = {A 1 ,..., An} has 
occurred. 
The practical use of this definition is limited in two ways: 
(i) the possibilities for finding out the values of P, and 
(ii) the restriction to cases when the information of an event is a 
function of its probability. 
The important Kolmogorov (1965, 1968) and L6f (1966) studies of 
randomness, probability, and information connected with the concept of 
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calculation complexity provide for a new insight into the concept of informa- 
tion. However, there is a possibility of defining information without reference 
to probability or complexity. Kamp6 de F6riet and Forte (1967) and others 
have taken information as a basic concept, defining it axiomatically. Their 
definition, however, requires the postulation of independence asa primitive 
concept. It is the aim of this paper to present an axiomatic definition of 
information by using neither probability nor independence as a primitive 
concept. Having defined information, independence of events is defined by the 
relation of their information amount o that of their intersection. 
The axiomatic definition of information is contained in Section 2. This 
definition requires acertain operation m on real numbers and oo. In Section 3 
it is shown that the general axiomatic definition of this operation in fact allows 
only very limited kinds of operations, which can be expressed in formulas. 
Section 4 is devoted to the problem of extension of information to a-algebras 
of events, and Section 5 settles the relation of information as it is defined in the 
present paper to the probabilistic one. 
2. DEFINITION OF INFORMATION 
Let/2 be a nonempty space of events, and let d be a nonempty a-field of 
subsets of/2. By an information we shall understand any nonnegative function 
J: &¢ --~ [0, oo], satisfying the following axioms: 
J1. J (~) = o, J ( z )  = ~.  
J2. I f  {di} is a sequence (finite or infinite) of disjoint elements of d ,  
then J(Ui Ai) = Ti J (A i ) .  
Here m is an operation defined for all pairs of real numbers and or, which 
satisfies the following axioms: 
T1. S is  commutative and associative. 
T2. x m ov ~- x for all x. 
T3. xmy ~xTz fora l lx ,  y, zsuchthaty  ~z .  
T4. (x- l -z)  T (y+z)  =xTy+zfora l lx ,  y,z .  
We now define independence asfollows: 
The a fields of events ~,  ~ ,... sub d are called independent if, for every 
kl,  k 2 .... and A~l E ~%1 ' AGE dk2 .... , we have 
J (9  Ak,) = ~ J(A~). (1) 
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The events Ai (i = 1, 2,...) satisfying (1) for every kl ,  ka ,... are also called 
independent. 
Remark 1. The properties T1, T2, and T3 of T are natural. T4 reflects 
the desired property that, if A, B and A, C are independent couples and B, C 
are disjoint, then A, B w C is also independent; i.e., if z = J(A), x = J(B), 
and y = J(C), then we want to have 
J[A n (B u C)] = J(A) + J(B u C) = J(A) + J(B) T J(C) = z + x T y. 
On the other hand, 
J [An(BuC) ]=J [ (AnB)u(AnC) ]  =J(AnB)  T J (AnC)  
= [J(A) + J(B)] T [J(A) + J(C)] = (x + z) T (y + z). 
Remark 2. It may appear strange at the first glance that the operation 7- 
is defined also for negative reals. We note, however, that in the calculus of 
information -[- is used only to add information amounts of disjoint elements 
so that in virtue of Proposition 1by using -7- we never enter the set of negative 
reals. We have extended the definition of T to all reals only because of the 
simplicity of the formulation of the axioms. There is an alternate approach 
which, together with 7-, defines a function f with the property x T f (x)  = 0 
and then requires 7- to be defined only for those x, y satisfying y >~ f(x). 
Both definitions can be shown to be equivalent. 
Remark 3. The axiom J2 (in the infinite case) asserts that, for every. 
sequence of disjoint events A~, Aa .... , 
lim J(A~) = J As . 
n~cO i=1 = 
The limit on the left side exists, since by Proposition 1 the sequence 
{Ti~l J(Ai)} is nonnegative and nonincreasing. 
We finish this section by deriving from the axioms three simple but 
important properties of the information, which one expects it to have. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) J is a nonincreasing function. (ii) I f  M, B are disjoint, 
then J(A) 7 J(B) >~ O. (iii) I f  Ai~ (1 ~< i , j  < co) are disjoint, then 
o~ oo oo 
:( = = 7=,= 
Proof. (i) Let A C B be events. Then, by J2, T2, and T3 
J(B) = J[A u (B -- A)] = J(A) T J(B -- A) <~ J(A) Too  = J(A). 
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(ii) By (i), J2, and J1 
J (A)  T J (B)  >~ J (A)  T J(X2 - A)  = J(O) = o. 
(iii) follows from 
0 0!q) Ai~ -~- Ai~ • 
i , i=1 i=1 = 
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3.  THE OPERATION 7-  
In this section, we show that, however general the axioms for T are, there 
are only two kinds of operations atisfying axioms T1-T4--namely,  the one 
obtained from Shannon's original probabilistic definition of information and 
the minimum operation introduced by Kamp6 de Ffriet and Forte (1967). 
We prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. The only operations atisfying T1-T4  are 
(i) x T y = min{x, y} and 
(ii) x -[- y = --h log(2-x/k 4- 2-u/~), k > O. 
COROLLARY 1. -V is determined uniquely by its value at any point (x, y)  
with 0 ~.~ x, y < oo (of course, this value has to satisfy x T y <-~ min{x, y}). 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we first prove several auxiliary results. 
n x LEMMA 1. T~=~ - x is constant. 
Proof. Denote fn(x )= n x -[/=1 • By T4 and induction, we obtain, for any 
real d, f~(x + d) = f~(x) + d, or f~(x + d) - -  (x 4- d) = f~(x) - -  x, which 
means that f~(x) - -  x is constant. 
COROLLARY 2. Denote C(n) = T"  n i=1 x - x. Then, Ti=l x = 0 i f  and only 
i fx  = C(n). 
LEMMA 2. {C(n)} is a nondecreasing sequence. 
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Proof. 
n n+l 
o >~ o -r c(n) = ~T~ C(n) q- C(n) = ~ C(,O 
n+l 
= iT1 [C(n ~- 1) -F C(n) - -  C (n -~ 1)] 
n+l 
= T 1 C(n + 11 + [C(n) -- C(n + 1)] = C(n) -- C(n + 1). 
COROLLARY 3. C(n) >/0  for every n. 
LEMMA 3. C(mn) = C(m) Jr C(n) for every m, n ~ O. 
Proof. Denote C(mn) ~- C(n) + a (m, n fixed). By Lemma 2, ~ >/0. We 
have m n T~=I [C(n) + a] -- 0, which implies T~=I a -- 0 and, consequently, 
= C(m). 
PROPOSITION 2. There exists a k >~ 0 such that C(n) = k log n. 
Proof. We prove k = C(2)(log 2) -1. Denote 
h(n) = C(n) - -  C(2)(Iog 2) -1 log n. 
Evidently, h(2) = 0 and, for every m, n >~ O, h(mn) = h(m) + h(n). It is 
sufficient to prove that h(p) = 0 for every prime integer p > 2. Choose m 
arbitrarily. There exists an n such that 2 ~ < p~ < 2 ~+1, which implies that 
C(2") ~< C(p ~) <~ C(2 n+l) and, consequently, 
C(2)(log 2)-1n log 2 ~< C(2)(log 2)-am logp -- mh(p) 
~< C(2)(log 2)-1(n + 1) log 2. 
On the other hand, we have nC(2) ~< C(2)(log 2)-1m logp ~< C(2)(n + 1), 
and thus --C(2) ~< - -mh(p)  <~ C(2), which implies [ h(p)] ~ m-lC(2) and, 
consequently, h(p) = O. 
Denote by/7 the set of points (x, y) for which x T Y = 0. 
LEMMA 4. /7 is symmetric with respect to the line x =-y  and intersects 
every line Lc: x - -  y = c (c is a constant) in a unique point (xc , Yc), which 
satisfies x, >/O, Yc >/O. Furthermore, for every (x, y)  eLo , x -]- y = x - -  xo = 
Y - -  Yc • 
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Proof. The symmetry of 27 follows from T1. Let (x, y) be any point on the 
line x - -  y = c. From T4 it follows that (y - -  z, x - -  z) E 27 if and only if 
z =x7-y ,  which means that x~ =x- -x7-yandy~ =y- -xT -y .  From 
T1-T3  we obtain x 7- y ~ x and x 7- y ~< y, or x 7- y ~< rain{x, y}, which 
implies x c /> 0 and ye >/0.  
LEMMA 5. Let k be defined as in Proposition 2. I f k  > 0, x = k log(1 + p) 
and f(x) = --k log(1 - -  2~/k), then 2 contains all points (x,f(x)) with p > 0 
rational. 
Proof. Let z = k log(m + n), where m, n are positive integers. Then by 
Corollary 2 and Proposition 2 we have, for all positive integers m, n, 
O= T z= z 7- z = (z - -  k log m, z - -k logn) ;  
i=1 = = 
i.e., (k log(m - /n )  - -  k log m, k log(m - /n )  - -  k log n) ~ Z, or 
(k log(1 + p), k log(1 -k p-l)) e 2, (2) 
where p ~- mn -x. I f  x = - -k  log(1 + p), then ~1 - -  2 -x/k. The substitution 
for p into (2) completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6. Let k > O. Then Z is the union of the graph o f f  and the points 
(o, oo) and (oo, 0). 
Proof. Lety  >f (x )  for 0 < x < oo. Then there exists a ze( f (x ) ,y )  
such that the line {(~, 7) I ~7 - -  z = s e - -  x} contains a point (C0, %) with 
C0 < x, % = f(~o), ~o = k Iog(1 + Po), P0 rational. By T2 we have x 7- y >/ 
x 7- z = x - -  C0 > 0. Similarly, we can prove x 7 -y  < 0 i fy  < f(x).  This 
proves E C {graph o f f )  tg {(0, oo)} u {(0% 0)}. 
To prove the opposite inclusion, we first note that by T2 and T1 Z contains 
the points (0, oo) and (0% 0). Furthermore, assumey = f(x) for 0 < x < oo. 
Then, for every e > 0, there are rationals Pl ,  Pz such that x - -  ~ < x i < x < 
x 2 < x + E, where xi = k log(1 + pi) for i = 1, 2. We have 
--~ = x2 T f (x2)  - -  e < x2 T f (x2)  - -  x2 + x 
= xT  ( f (xz) - -  x2 + x) <x  T f (x )  <xT  ( f (x l )  @x- -  x l )  <e .  
Since e is arbitrary, x 7- f(x) = 0, which completes the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Assume k = 0. Then 0 T 0 = 0, and by T2 and 
T1 ,0  T co = ov T 0 ~ 0, fromwhich by T3 
z3{(x,y) lx = 0 ory  = 0} n ([0, ~]  × [0, ~]) .  
I t  follows from Lemma 4 that in this case -1- is given by (i). 
Now, assume h > 0. By Lemmas 4, and 6 we have x T y = x --  s ¢, where 
~: is such that x --  y = ~ + k log(1 --  2-*/k). By straightforward computa- 
tions one obtains that the unique solution of this equation is k log(1 + 2(*~)/k), 
which gives x T y ~- - -k log(2-~/k + 2-v/k). Q.E.D. 
4. EXTENSION OF INFORMATION 
This section we shall not build in details, because our proof of the extension 
theorem is similar to Pintacuda's (1969) one made in the case of the axioms, 
stated by Kamp6 de F6riet and Forte (1967). 
LEMMA 7. Let T be an operation fulfilling the axioms T1-T4.  Let # be a 
semiring sub d ,  ~2 e ~,  and J: ~ --+ [0; oo] be a function satisfying J1 and the 
axiom J2: 
I f  {A,} is a sequence of disjoint elements of ~ such that Ui Ai ~ ~,  then 
J (U/A~) = T, J(A,). 
Then J has an unique extension to the smallest ring ~(~)  over ~ (~(~) is also 
an algebra). 
Proof. The validity of the lemma follows from the fact that every set 
B 6~(~)  can be written as a finite union of disjoint elements from ~.  
Now we suppose a ring ~ with J to be given and we define the outer 
information J ,  on the set 2~: J , (A) z sup j.o~i=l J(Ai) for every A e O, where 
the supremum is taken over all sums of disjoint elements from 2 ,  such that 
oo 
A C Ui=I A~. 
The outer information jr. equals to J on ~ and is evidently e-super- 
additive; i.e., 
J, (v/4 T 
The set E C D is called (J, ~)-measurable if for each A C Q we have 
J , (A) = J , (A n E) -V J , (A n (I2 -- E)). 
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LEMMA 8. The class ~o of all (J, ~)-measurable s ts is a a-algebra over ~. 
The proof is analogous to the one used by Halmos (1950, Section 11, 
Theorem B) for the outer measures. 
Using the last lemma similarly as in Halmos (1950) and Pintacuda (1970), 
we obtain 
THEOREM 2. Let -1- and J fulfill the conditions of Lemma 7. Then J has an 
unique extension to the smallest a-algebra d (~)  over @. 
It is obvious that the information can be extended from ~ to d (#)  not 
only in the case of ~ being a semiring. It is also possible if ~ is closed to the 
intersection, and for every E, F E ~ and E C F, F -- E is a finite union of 
disjoint elements from ~.  
Thus, in the message space (X 1, X 0 the information J can be extended 
from the class of all elementary cylinders to X I. 
5. INFORMATION AND PROBABILITY 
By an information space we shall understand a quadruple (~2, d ,  J, k), 
where £2 is nonempty, d is a a-field of subsets of f2, J is an information on 
(f2, d ) ,  and k > 0 is the nonnegative number which is associated with J by 
Proposition 2. 
For the sake of clarifying the relations between probability and information, 
it is interesting to know how far probability determines information if 
information of an event is a function of its probability only and, vice versa, 
how far information determines probability if the latter is a function of the 
former. 
The following two propositions give a partial solution to this problem. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (g2, d,  P) be a nonatomic probability space and let 
h: [0, 1] --~ R be continuous. Then (£2, 5~', h o P, k) is an information space with 
k > 0 if and only if h(x) = --k log x. 
In analogy with probability, call an information space (£2, d ,  J, k) non- 
atomic if for every A e d with J(A) < ov there exists a B C A such that 
J(A) < J(B) < oo. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (g2, d ,  J, k) be a nonatomic information space with 
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h > 0 and let h: [0, o~) --~ R be continuous. Then (£2, ~/, h o J) is a probability 
space if  and only if  h(x) -~ 2-x/k. 
We shall prove only Proposition 4, since the proof of Proposition 3 is a 
simple analogy to that of Proposition 4. 
LEMMA 9. Let (~2, d ,  P) be a nonatomic probability space. Then for every 
x, ye[O,  1] such that x + y ~ 1, there exist disjoint sets A ,B  such that 
V(a)  ~- x and P(B) = y. 
Proof. For Mea l  denote by d i the a-field of subsets of M belonging to d .  
Obviously, (M, riM, P) is a nonatomic measure space for every Me d .  
By Liapunov's theorem of the convexity of the range of a measure (cf., 
Halmos, 1948), P(dd i ) :  [0, P(M)]. In particular, P (d )  ---- [0, 1], from 
which it follows that there exists an A such that P(A) ~- x. Since P(~ -- A) ~- 
1 -- x, there exists B e ~£2-M such that P(B) = y ~ 1 -- x. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Denote ho(x ) = 2-~/k and P = boo J. Obviously, 
P (~)  = 0 and P(~Q) = 1. Furthermore, if {Ai} is a sequence of disjoint 
events, then 
.(y.,) :exp.[-j(yai)/k] 
By induction, we find easily that 
and, hence, 
_-exp. (-T 
T xi = - -k  log ~ 2 -~de 
i=l  i=1 
which proves that P is a probability measure. 
To prove the converse part of the proposition, we note that by the first 
part of this proof h 0 oJ is a probability measure which is obviously nonatomic. 
By Lemma 9, for any two x ,y~[0 ,1]  with x+y ~ 1 there exist two 
disjoint sets A, Bed  such that hooJ(A ) =x  and hooJ(B ) =y ,  or J (A )= 
- -k log x and J(B) = - -k  logy. We have 
h(J(n)) + h(J(B)) = h(J(A u B)) = h(J(n) T J(B)) 
= h(--h log(2-s(a)/k + 2-s{B}/~)), 
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or 
q--h log x) -j- A(-k logy) = h(-k Jog@ + y)), 
which implies that the function 12,(--k log) is linear; i.e., h(--K log X) = cx for 
some c, or h(u) = ~2~~1~. 
For u = 0 = J(Q), we have /Q(Q)) = h(0) = 1, which implies c = 1. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 3. Let us note that the nonatomicity assumption is not needed 
for the “if” parts of Propositions 3 and 4. 
Remark 4. Proposition 4 does not say anything about the case x T y = 
min{x, y}. Nevertheless, in some particular cases one can give sufficient 
conditions for the existence of the function h. One of them is the following: 
Let 64 d, J> b e a space with T of the “minimum” type. Let a real k exist 
such that one of the following statements holds: 
(a) For every A E sJ, min{J(A), J(J2 -A)} < k < max(J(A), J(Q - A)}. 
(b) For every A E &‘, min{J(A), J(Q - A)} < k < max(J(A), J((a -A)}. 
In case (a), let h(x) = 1 f or x < k and h(x) = 0 for x 2 k, and in case (b) 
let h(x) = 1 for x < k and h(x) = 0 for x > k. Then P = h 0J is a probability 
measure on &. 
Proof. Evidently, P( GJ) = 0 and P(Q) = 1. Let (a) hold. Let {Ai} be a 
sequence of disjoint events. 
(I) Let P(u, AJ = 1. Then 1 = h(J((u, Ai)) = h(T, J/l,)), which 
implies Yi J(A,) < k. Consequently, there exists an n such that Tr=r J(A,) < k; 
i.e., for some j < n we have J(A,) < k, J&4,) < J(Q - AJ. It is evident 
that for no m J(Am) < J(Q - A,), since then Aj C 9 - A, , A, C D - Aj 
and J(A,) 3 j(S - A,) > J(Am) > J(Q - Aj) > J(A,), which is impossible. 
Thus, we have P(A,) = h(J(AJ) = 1. 
(2) Let P(Ui AJ = 0. Then 0 = h(T, J(A,)), which implies that for 
no i ](A,) < k, or for every i h(J(A,)) = 0. Consequently, Ci P(Ai) = 
Ci W(4)) = 0. 
Case (b) is similar. 
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Remark 5. Theorem 1 possesses another proof based on the system of 
functional equations 
~(u) = ~(u) + u 
~o(u + ~(~)) - ~(~ + ~o(u)) = ~(u) - ~(~), 
presented by Baiocchi (1967) for the function ~o(u) = u T 0. 
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